
There’s 
Power in the 
Partnership.
OMNIA Partners connects public agencies 
with industry-leading supplier partners 
through competitively solicited contracts 
providing access to solutions so you can 
achieve your strategic goals.

CONTRACT DETAILSProctorio is a learning integrity platform that 
provides remote proctoring and identity verification 
services to 1,200+ higher education, K-12, 
corporate, and federal institutions with users in 191 
countries around the world.

Proctorio is a downloadable browser extension that 
intentionally operates within a browser sandbox to 
be less intrusive than natively-installed 
applications. This allows us to remain highly-
configurable, so Proctorio can seamlessly integrate 
with most commonly-used Learning Management 
Systems (LMS) via LTI integration (Canvas, D2L, 
Blackboard, Moodle, etc.) in just 5-10 minutes.

Never requiring exam scheduling, we also have 
some of the lowest system requirements in the 
industry. Our software can operate on Windows, 
Mac, Linux, and Chrome operating systems and can 
accommodate devices up to 10 years old.

By the end of 2020, Proctorio was serving 2.5 
million active weekly users and proctoring 
250,000 exams per day.

About Proctorio

Contract Name

Proctoring Solutions: Live Online and Automated
Contract Number: 4900000531

Lead Public Agency
Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education 
(PASSHE)

Terms
April 8, 2021 through April 7, 2024

Option to renew for two (2) additional annual 
periods through April 7, 2026

This contract was competitively solicited and 
publicly awarded by the Pennsylvania State 
System of Higher Education (PASSHE).

CONTACT INFORMATION

Ross Barash, Account Executive
Email: ross@proctorio.com



Our relationship with OMNIA Partners, Public Sector 
allows us to offer our portfolio of live and 
automated proctoring solutions to public 
institutions, helping them adapt to changing 
learning environments. OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector is the largest and most experienced 
cooperative purchasing organization dedicated to 
public sector procurement. OMNIA Partners 
reduces the cost of purchased goods by combining 
the purchasing power of buyers like yourself.

Proctorio & 
OMNIA Partners

Proctorio’s software was built with accessibility in 
mind from day one. We are committed to 
expanding access for learners who cannot easily 
participate in the traditional education system 
because of extenuating circumstances or abilities.

Accessibility

There’s 
Power in the 
Partnership.

OUR SERVICES

Automated Proctoring
• Offers customizable Lock Down, Recording, 

Verification, and Behavior settings
• Flags suspicious behavior
• Integrates with existing LMS
• Creates integrity reports immediately      

available for review

Live Proctoring
• Leverages a live proctor to observe test-taker 

behavior and intervene if needed
• Allows proctor to speak to, pause, or remove 

a test taker from the exam
• Deploys Automated Proctoring in the      

background as second set of eyes and ears

Automated ID Verification
• Captures images of test taker’s ID
• Saves images in Proctorio Gradebook for 

review

Live ID Verification
• Compares test taker’s name and image in 

real time
• Prevents test takers from entering exam if 

their information and image does not match

Proctorio provides a highly configurable, scalable, 
and reliable proctoring solution that respects the 
privacy of our end users. Proctorio never requires 
additional PII to enter an exam beyond what is 
already required by the assessment platform.

Data Security & 
Privacy
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